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Artist’s statement
The woods are a great place to find the remnants of old buildings or other manmade objects. Some have a surprising amount of structural integrity. If I could, I would
leave my project in the woods on campus for many years to see how long it would last, and
what it would look like as nature began to reclaim it. These kinds of found objects in the
woods, even if they no longer function as originally intended, can still spark the
imagination and suggest a narrative. Whether your own narrative holds on to the object's
original purpose or takes you off into the realm of fantasy where forgotten objects can
become more than what they once were won't matter; what matters is the spark of
thought.
I chose to build a swing because, as I see it, it has a dual purpose. The swing itself
works as its name implies; a swing is an object with a simple functionality; most people can
enjoy it, even if they choose just to sit on it. But it also provides a specific place from which
someone can look out into the woods. The longer that someone spends looking, the more
they will see. There are other man-made objects in these woods to spot. Some have been
there for a long time; at least one is new—designed to spark the imagination of the person
who sees it.
The installation isn’t called “Hidden” because the piece is hard to find, but because
of what someone might not see while on the swing.
The other obvious piece in this installation is a bridge. Originally, I decided to build
this bridge simply to help people get to the swing more easily. (There is a drainage ditch
that people have to cross on their way; it was a practical consideration.) The bridge
remains a practical element. However, the result is another “found” structure for people
walking in the woods. It is also useful in the sense that it, too, can inspire a personal
narrative, or even simply enable people to more easily move through the woods and look
up and out.

